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Sufficient Proof and driver John DiStefano meet a happy crew in the winners circle at Scarborough Downs after a track record mile for aged trotters.

SUFFICIENT PROOF WINS IN 1:56.4 AT MEADOWLANDS
Six years ago Sharlu Farm, Jeff Brudnick's
training and breeding center in Leverett,
Mass., offered a number of weanlings for
sale. Fire Drill Sharlu, a dark bay colt, by the
farm's trotter, Drill Instructor, a son of Nevele
Pride and out of the Hickory Smoke mare
Smokies Fluny, caught the eye of Jackie
Brown of Jericho, VT. Renamed Sufficient
Proof, the Mass-eligible stakes hopeful re
ceived early lessons as a yearling from Brown
at her Vermont training farm. As a two year
old, the colt was sent to the late Joe Clohossey
at Pinehurst, N.C. to continue early training
in 1986. He did make the races as a juvenile,

but run in the process spoiling all chance of a
victory. Brown then sent the colt to Percy
Davis at Saratoga, who got him qualified in
2:06.1 as a three year old. He was then sold to
Bill Kalanges of Essex Junction. Although
fast, he continued to be erratic and as usual,
ended up in Maine. Andy Ash of Gray traded
a horse for him, and Mike Hall did the train
ing, without much luck. In the spring of 1990
the ownership passed to Walter Burnell and
Brian Phinney, Richard Robertson became
the trainer. That year he raced 43 times with
27 races and 16 qualifiers. By early fall the
owners had become discouraged and

Robertson ended up with the prize package.
After reading an article in Hoofbeats about
the way Carl Allen had shod the great Royal
Troubadour and willing to try most anything,
he applied the same shoeing principles to the
trotter. Aluminum shoes in front with heavier
shoes plus side weights behind, just the oppo
site of a normal trotter, to try and keep him
from interferring. Wonder of wonders, it
worked!
The seven year old veteran stepped to a
new lifemark on June 9th at Scarborough
Downs capturing the 1991 Downs Stakes
Trot in 2:01.2 for his fifth win of the season

raising this year's bankroll to the $4,500 level.
Veteran teamster, John DiStefano and
trainer, Robertson, then decided to take the
ultimate gamble and trucked Sufficient Proof
the seven hour trip to the Meadowlands on
Sunday, June 30th. How this horse loved that
big track! He romped home in 1:56.4 for
DiStefano, winning by four lengths and light
ing up the tote board with a $49.00 payoff.
Plans are to return in another week, with the
possibility of selling him off a good mile. Isn’t
this what keeps us in the business? If that isn't
"Sufficient Proof’ what is?!
By JEAN EMERSON

IMPORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
July 4 - The Maine Trotting Series $1,500 (2nd leg) at Scarborough Downs.
July 4 - Grand Circuit at Goshen - Historic Track, N.Y.
July 6 - S.P.H.O. Standardbred Show - Palermo, ME.
July 10 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y .o. trotters) at Bangor Raceway.
July 11 - The Maine Trotting Sires $1,500 (3 rd leg) at Scarborough Downs
July 12 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. filly pacers) at Bangor Raceway
July 12 - Showplace Pacing Series $2,000 (1st leg) at Scarborough Downs.
July 13 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. colt pacers) at Bangor Raceway
July 14 - Highview M.H.A. Show (w/standardbreds) Acton Fairgrounds, Acton, ME
July 15 - The Maine Trotting Sires Final $2,000.
July 17 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o.) trotters and 2 y.o. colt pacers) at Bangor
July 19 - Showplace Pacing Sires $2,000 (2nd leg) at Scarborough Downs.

July 19 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. filly pacers and 2 y.o. filly pacers) at Bangor
July 20 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. colt pacers) at Bangor Raceway.
July 21 - York County Riders (w/standardbred) Hollis Equestrian Park, Hollis, ME
July 24 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. trotters and 2 y.o. colt/pacers) at Bangor
July 24 - Bangor State Fair, Bangor, ME
July 25 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. filly pacers) at Scarborough Downs.
July 26 - Showplace Pacing Series (3rd leg) $2,000 at Scarborough Downs.
July 26 - Maine Carriage Days - Cumberland Fairgrounds.
July 26 - Maine Breeders Stakes (3 y.o. colt pacers) at Scarborough Downs.
July 27 - Skowhegan Extended meet, Skowhegan Raceway, Skowhegan, ME
July 30 - Maine Breeders Stakes (2 y.o. trotters and 2 y.o. colt pacers) at Skowhegan (Ext)
July 31 - Maine Breeders Stakes (2 y.o. filly pacers and 3 y.o. trotters) at Skowhegan (Ext.)
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From The Editor
Times are tough! We are all thinking of ways to tighten the belt and
economize. One way that subscribers could help this newspaper would be to
watch for their expiration date printed on the address label and send
renewals promptly.
There is also a “Time To Renew” notice stamped in red to alert those
past due. As a final resort, postcards are sent as a reminder, but that is an
expensive proposition. For instance, 100 postcards at twenty cents each
cost $20. plus the cost of printing. With over 1,000 subscribers it add up
quickly.
Pay promptly once a year and help us keep the subscription price as
low as possible.
Thanks to all!
P.S.: The Post Office also charges this office thirty cents for any
address changes that are returned. We provide a Change O f Address Form
on page two o f every issue for your conven ience. Please n otify us
immediately when moving from one location to another. This also will help
save on unnecessary expenses.

Northeast Harness News Office Mailing Address:
456 Boom Rd., Saco, Me 04072
May thru October: Tel. 207-282-9295

Advertising Rates
SPECS
(1 3 "x l0 ")
(6 -l/2 "x l0 ")
(6-l/2"x5")
(3-l/4"x5")
(l-l/2 "x 5 ")

LUCIAN T. BERRY

Lucian T. Berry, 76, of 89 Old Turner Road, Auburn died March 26,1991 at his home after
a lingering illness.
He was bom in Wayne on Jan. 15,1915, the son of Frederick and Abbie Damon Berry. He
was educated in the Auburn school system and resided in Leeds for several years. He was a
well-known draft and race horseman for over 25 years. He enjoyed the outdoors and was an
avid hunter and fisherman. For many years he held a great fondness for his dogs.
Mr. Berry was an active member of the Maine State Horseman's Association and the U.S.
Trotters Association. On Sept. 1,1940, he married the former Ada Mosher, and last year they
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary.
He is survived by his wife of Auburn; one son, Lucian, six sisters, one granddaughter and
two step-granddaughters.
GEORGE B. PHALEN

(U.S. Funds Please)
SIZE
Full Page
Half Page
Quarter page
Eighth Page
Classified

WILLIAM DUMONT

William "Bucky" Dumont, well-known New England horseman, died April 2 in DeLeon
Springs, Florida. He was 76.
A native of Presque Isle, Maine, Mr. Dumont was involved in harness racing most of his
life, and raced throughout New England. For the past 15 years, he trained horses in New York
and Florida. He was a member of the U.S. Trotting Association.
Survivors include his wife Ann, son Dana, daughter Sheila RockhiH, sister Harriet
Dumont, seven grandchildren and a great-grandchild. Mr. Dumont also leaves a stepdaughter,
and four stepsons, Jack L., William B., James, and Jeff Bailey, who are Standardbred trainerdrivers.
Funeral services were April 6 in Presque Isle, with burial in St. Mary's Catholic Cemetery
in that city.

COST
$250.00
$125.00
$65.00
$35.00
$15.00

Change O f Address Form
Your Name:___________________________Date: -----------------------Old Address:________________________________________________
C ity:____________________________ State:___________ Zip:_____
New Address:_______________________________________________
City:_____________________________ State:___________ Zip:____
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of subscription.
Please notify of a change immediately. Don’t miss a single issue!
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072.
The Northeast Harness News is published in ten issues (Jan./Feb. - Mar.
- Apr. - May - June - July - Aug. - Sept. - Oct. - N ov./D ec.) for $10.00 per
year by Jean B. Emerson at R.R. 4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second
class postage paid in Biddeford, Me. U.S.P.S. 747-590. Postmaster send
address changes to: Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine,
04072.

George B. Phalen, 6 8 , died at the home of his sister in Exeter, N.H., after a brief illness.
He was bom in Plaistow, N.H., son of James L. and Mary Parks Phalen. Formerly of Lee,
N.H., he had resided in New York for 40 years.
He served with the Navy Seabees in the South Pacific during World War II.
Mr. Phalen started his horse racing career in 1936 in Maine and New Hampshire, becoming
manager of the James Phalen Stables in 1947 at the time of his father's death.
Phalen had 1,991 winners and purse earnings of $9,484,830 through 1990. He was the
leading driver at Yonkers in 1967 and U.D.R.S. leader at Roosevelt in 1970.
As a catch driver some of his prominent harness horses were Steamin Demon, Adios
Butler, Steady Star and Fresh Yankee. He drove for such outstanding horsemen as Joe
O’Brien, Del Cameron, Bill Haughton and Del Miller, but got his first start as a 14 year old
at the fairgrounds in Union, Maine in 1936.
He was a member of the United States Trotting Association and the Standardbred Owners
Association of New York.
Survivors include two sons, George B. H, of Somerville, N.J., and James L. of Elmont; four
daughters, Kathleen A. Phalen of Portland, Maine, Jayne E. Phalen and Pamela J. Phalen, both
of Westbury, and Tracy T. McArdle of Oceanside; a brother, Rodney G. of Lake City, Fla.,
four sisters, Mrs. Laroy (Leona) Batchelder, of Nottingham, N.H., Mrs. Bernard (Irene)
Grochmal of Durham, N.H., Audrey Cameron of Laflin, Pa., and Mrs. Francis (Janet) Doherty
of Exeter; and five grandchildren.

Future For Racing In Massachusetts

Recent developments in the MassachuRenovation will be the operative word at
setts legislature have given renewed hopes to Foxboro once this legislation passes. Accordhorsemen looking for a revival of harness ing to published reports the new proprietor of
racing in the state. On June 25th a bill to re- Foxboro, George Sarkis, is prepared to sink 7
open Suffolk Downs and Foxboro Raceway to 10 million into upgrading this facility,
received a recommendation for passage from
A recent inspection of the raceway reDon’t Miss A Single Issue!
a joint legislative committee.
vealed that all of that money will be needed to
The current bill allows for 200 thorough- bring the facility up to working order. While
bred dates at Suffolk while Foxboro would the grandstand and clubhouse area remain in
entertain flats for 75 dates in the spring of reasonable condition there are many other
1992 with 125 harness dates beginning in problems which need to be addressed. The
Subscribe Today... $10.00 per year
September of 1992. The promising aspect of most pressing need is the backstretch arc^
For those interested in the Standardbred sport who enjoy updated
this bill is that it has the backing of Governor which is quite simply in a shambles. Barn?
information, this is your opportunity to tune in on all harness happenings
William Weld, Senate president William will have to be tom down and rebuilt and
in the Northeastern sector. Ten informative issues per year!
Bulger, and Speaker of the House Charles backstretch roadways will have to be resurKeep abreast of the racing community news for a reasonable fee.
Flaherty;
three major power brokers on Bea- faced. Mr. Sarkis is reputed to be an excellent
Renewals and initial subscriptions will be welcomed immediately.
con Hill. Also, according to the Boston Herald businessman and manager who many believe
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News
the bill is being given priority status in order will be able to revive this facility as his other
to
assure its passage before the legislatures' major asset, the Wonderland dog track,
New----------Renew----------Print Mailing Address
CHECK NUMBER:
summer recess. In order to achieve this quick
Hope! This pending legislation represents
NAME:_____________________________________________ CHECK DATE:
passage the bill does not deal with the more the first glimmer of hope for local horsemen
controversial issues of simulcast and OTB since the closing of Foxboro Raceway. De
ADDRESS:
wagering. Supporters of the bill felt it was tails of renovations and possible OTB options
more important to get the dates assigned and should be forthcoming in the next few months
----------------------------------------------------------------------- .... ZIP :________________
renovation
under way than to engage in ex- and we will keep on top of them,
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072
tended fights over these issues.
By CHIP WAKELY

NORTH EAST HARNESS NEWS

MAINE-BRED TWO YEAR OLDS
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Breezy Brenda (Barney Blue Chip^Spromptu) with Greg Annaioro at Scarborough
Lake Valley Miss(Masterm ind-M.K.'s Dream) and Kevin Switzer at Cumberland Raceway.

Gaelic Laser (Cavenlsh-Lovely's Miss) owned by Luke and Pat Varnum and family, trains
in Greene, Maine.

Race Me Genius (Springfest-Race Me Smartly) and Kevin Spaulding at the Childs farm
in Westbrook.

Transister (Mr. Suffolk-Eleanor Boniai) with Elmer Ballard at Scarborough Downs.

Downs.

^

ja H j

My Bill Royal (My Bill Forwood-Royal Sterling) and Harry Badger at Cumberland
Raceway.

Mighty Bill (My Bill Forwood - Mighty Lisa Lee) and Mary Ann Molnar of the Gordon Corey
Stable.

..... .......

..................... — ——.

Percy Day (Persuadable - Nero's Sabrina) and Chris Davlgnon of the Don Richards Stable

..
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The 137th Consecutive Year O f The,

NORTHERN MAINE FAIR
Presque Isle, Maine
August 2nd thru 10th
Maine Breeders Stakes
August 8th & 9th

-s «Vr ‘.v

Racing Office: (207) 764-3845
To Reserve Stalls: Graydon Kinney
(207) 764-1815

J

The 173rd Edition O f The...

SKOWHEGAN
STATE FAIR
August 11th thru August 17th
For Entries Call Racing Office
(207) 474-2898
Post Time: Monday-Friday 7:30 P.M.
Weekends 2:00 P.M

Breeders Stakes Racing
July 30,31 - August 1, 2
Skowhegan Extended Meet - July 27th thru August 3rd

*
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JUVENILE "EARN & LEARNERS” AT SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
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Harold Ralph —
’’ The Trotting-Horse Man"
By BOB LOWELL

Harold Ralph, "the trottlng-horseman" at the Pine Tree Sales.

Fitch Tops In Scarborough Stats
Leigh Fitch has made a shambles of what
was once a very close battle for Top Drivers
honors at the current Scarborough Downs
meeting. The "Able Fox" has posted 116 wins
through June 28th, giving him a commanding
39—win edge over runner-up Robert Sumner
through the first 84 programs of the 215-night
season, which continues through December
15th. The Fox has made 660 starts to date,
some 361 more than Sumner, as the busiest
member of the Downs catch-drivers colony.
He currently sports a 17 percent win average,
with Sumner winning at a 25 percent rate
through 299 drives.
Steady Kevin Switzer has moved into third
place in the current standings, with 6 8 win
ning drives, after 422 starts, for a 16 percent
win ratio. Switzer's success has come behind
a steady stream of New Jersey rejects, along
with a solid core of Cumberland Fairgrounds
horses. Greg Annaloro enjoyed a hot month of
June, while surging into fourth place with 61
wins on 438 drives (14%). James Hardy has
parlayed those "hot" Sunday drives into a
Fifth Place spot, with 55 wins in 436 attempts,
for a 1 2 percent success rate.
Rounding out the current Top Ten in the
Drivers Battle are John Beckwith (43), James
Apperti, Jr. (34), John P. Farrell (28), Daniel
Cyr (22), and a rebounding Eddie Davis, Jr.
(21). This listing includes only those drivers
currently "active" at the time of publication.
In the Universal Driver Ratings System

battle, Sumner continues to rule the roost with
a .391 average, with 77 wins, 47 seconds, and
41 thirds in those 299 starts. Sumner has been
at the top of the U.D.RS. Standings since
opening day, and has shown no signs of relin
quishing that placing in recent programs. John
P. Farrell has moved into Second Place with a
solid .362 batting average, with Fitch (.339),
Davis (.326), and John Beckwith (.277) com
pleting the currentTop Five.
Among the Trainers, Tim Case, the condi
tioner for the Sumner Stable continues to hold
a commanding lead, having sent out 67 win
ners, along with 32 seconds, and 30 thirds for
a gaudy .418 U.D.RS. percentage. Kevin
Switzer (25), Brian Lamb (23), David Sawyer
(17), and Dana Ward Childs (17) round out the
Top Five Trainers’ Standings.
Post Positions continue to dominate the
racing action at the Downs, with that “red hot”
Number One post sending over 23 percent of
the winners to the charmed circle through
June 28th. Over 40 percent of the recent
winners have come out of the inside two post
positions. Carrying the stats just a tad further,
71 percent of all winners have raced out of the
1-2 or 3 post positions, thus bringing to bear
the obvious fact that a serious Tract "Bias" has
developed, leadinig to an added wagering
edge to the sharper bettors who pay attention
to those post position facts and figures at the
Downs.
By LLOYD p. JOHNSON

It was fifty years ago when Harold Ralph pacers in the Ralph stable were driven by men
bought his first harness horse. Ralph, one of like Bond, Stan Tweedie, Quentin McKenney
racing's finest gentlemen, bought a filly from and Don Richards. One of his best pacers was
the late Walter Coombs. Although his name the mare Chocolate Lil and Harold says she
has generally been synonymous with trotters, was handled by Don Richards. The mare was
he began with a world champion pacing filly, very successful in the broodmare ranks and
Harold says that Royal Lady II paced in 2:14.3 Harold says her first foal went in 1:5^
as a yearling and still holds the world mark.
The Ralph Stable always stood out m apHis first personal victory came at pearance. Every horse was groomed to perCumberland with the trotter Thumbs Up who fcction. Citing Mason and his brother Carl
he had purchased from Howard Parker. Re- who worked there for 19 years, Harold says
cently, Harold tells the Northeast Harness "They were old time horsemen." Among the
News that he went to the Meadowlands to see number of his employees, he also lauds, Bing
Indianapolis who is owned partly by Ron Parker, Freeman's brother. The outfit was
Ralph, his son. While visiting the paddock, he slick. They had a big awning, every spoke
had the opportunity to talk with Howard gleamed, every leg wrapped, every foot
Parker's grandson, he also got a thrill seeing packed, every harness shined. When Harold
Indianapolis finish third in 1:55.
entered the paddock to drive, he was without
Over the years, Harold would, upon occa- spot and without wrinkle,
sion, drive a pacer or two. He tells us about a In addition to racing, he has been involved
pacer many years ago that he drove named in sales and track ownership. He once was a
VJ. Diamond. Once after Charlie Hill catch- partner with Fred Snow and Arthur McGee at
drove him, he advised Harold to refrain from Old Orchard. "We fixed the place up and
driving him. V.J. Diamond was a fast horse made a $4,000 profit each the first season,:"
but "liable to fall down." Harold relates that he but continues, "when they started to build
sold him to Myer Alpren who’s stable was Scarborough Downs I knew it was time to get
trained and driven by Herb Bond. It seems one out. They gave me $4,000 for my stock, and
night at Gorham, Bond told Harold that he was Clem Seavey bailed out too."
going to bet him, although Harold advised
HaroldremembcrsdrivingattheKiteTrack,
him against it. Harold told Bond, "If you bet "coming out of the chute something like
him, you'll rush him out and he'll go down." Vernon." It was the very pinnacle in racing. It
Not heeding Harold’s words of wisdom, Bond was the day of the great legendary trainers,
bet the horse, hustled him away, and went Harold met Eddie Havens and Tom Berry
down. Harold reports that later Herb Britt who were in the twilight of their careers. At
bought that horse, re-shod him and he was that time, Harold owned a pacer Ensign Hal
alright. But Harold with a penchant for trotters who only sported a record of 2:10 on a half
says, "They didn’t improve on my trotters." mile track. He had drawn in with a two-minute
Some of the best known early trotters in- pacer named Hayes Hanover who came to
eluded the greys Aces Up and Sika, Archie town with the Grand Circuit. Herb Bond was
Volve and Archover. When Archovcr came to driving Harold's horses then, and he said he
the Ralph bam, he had a habit of running and would try to beat Hayes Hanover, but was
Harold credits his long time employee, Wes doubtful. Bond bet two hundred bucks on
Mason, with straightening him out. Harold Hayes Hanover. Harold continues the anecrelates how Wes took him to the blacksmith dote, "Herb pulled him 100 feet from the wire
shop and cut him down. The horse men won a and won it."
series of $3,000 purses at Foxboro which was
Currently, Harold has five horses, four of
a lot of money in those days. Archie Volvo them trotters, at Bangor. Last year he raced the
was sold to a man from Brunswick and was former Maine Stakes Star Bunny R., who has
trained by Buddy Reed. Harold says, "Bucko Maine's fastest aged trot mare after a 2:01.2
could train and drive a horse."
trip at Skowhegan, trained and driven by
Joe Rhap, who came along later, was per- Frank Woodbury Jr. Comparing the times, he
haps his favorite. Placed in the Tom Mclnnis cites the expenses (five times as much) and the
Stable to train, he was driven by A1 Langille. training methods as the biggest changes. He
Harold reports, "Joe Rhap followed thecircuit observes, "They don't train like they used to
and won the $32,000 Atlantic Seaboard Cir- and don't warm up as much."
cuit final at Suffolk Downs."
For the young generation of aspiring trotAlLader, who was Mclnnis'second trainer ting horse trainers, he advises, "Talk
says that Harold got Joe Rhap in a trade with someone who has had success." Then heF .Archie Young. Lader interjects, "Harold and tions, "Have a lot of patience and be careful
Ron are good owners." Joe Rhap piled up driving them." Those are the pearls of wisdom
earnings of $80,000 during his career. The from a master trotting horse man.

FOR SALE

Sinn Fein, driven by Leigh Fitch and owned by Ronald Ralph, has been very competitive at
Scarborough this season.

A Skeleton Wagon, excellent condition,
looks like new. Tel. (603) 473-2034
T.H. Ayer, Milton Mills, N.H. 03852

U.S.T.A. Marketing Report
By JOAN ZIELINSKI
merited. Factions compete against one another,
Marketing Specialist
to the detriment of the industry as a whole.
This preliminary progress report is divided There are no clear industry positions on imporinto two sections. Part A and Part B is printed tant topics which can and will have enormous
in this issue of Northeast Harness News.
ramifications on the industry's long-term vi
ability and most industry factions suffer from
The first section briefly discusses the dif- not-inventer-here syndrome,
ference between the stated or "presenting" Thus, it seems that every effort, program,
problem of declining racetrack attendance/ change or idea (even a theoretically positive
handle versus my initial thoughts and analysis, initiative such as the E.S.P.N. show) creates an
which define the problem more broadly.
immediate division in the industry. The nega
t e second section lists and outlines the tive impact of such divisions goes far beyond
bi Jicl topics that my final report will cover. I expressing different points to view. Witness
have begun to gather information about some the threatened withdrawal, by a number of
of these areas; other areas will be addressed tracks, from the USTA over the issue of HRC
funding.
over the next couple of months.
I. Stated Problem Vs. Problem Definition
To date there have been no concerted indus
A. Stated Problem
try efforts to overcome internal rivalries, to
The USTA Committee, chaired by Mr. develop strong platforms, to identify its prob
Fontaine, stated the Standardbred industry's lems, and to tackle its problems.
probem as "declining attendance and handle at The major problem, as I define it at this
the racetrack." However, as more and more point in time, is twofold. Firsl. the racing
information is gathered, it becomes increas industry's structure is not now capable of sup
ingly clear that declining attendance and handle porting initiatives to help reverse or arrest its
are not the problem, but are instead symptoms decline. And second, fundamental marketing
of a far more complex underlying problem. issues have not been addressed.
To date, industry thinking has focused on
Reflecting this twofold problem, my goal
ways to increase racetrack attendance - period. will be to identify and make recommendations
Marketing consultants (who appear to be more about the structure of the "corporate culture"
publicity specialists than strategic planners) which will be necessary to insure that the
have been asked to devise ways to attract industry is capable of being supportive of a
betting patrons or to generate corporate spon marketing plan designed to rejuvenate harness
sorship. Concurrently, individual racetracks racing.
have conceived of and implemented various
Additionally, throughout the final report,
promotional programs similarly designed to distincions will be drawn between long term
deal with the "problem" of decreasing atten- versus short term issues and plans,
dance/handle. Such programs are used once or n . Outline of What My Efforts Will Cover
twice, then dropped.
A, Industry Analvsis/Recommendations
Both the consultants' plans and the race
In my own mind, I have identified three
tracks' programs, which have not been inte distinct but interrelated product-market rela
grated into any type of strategic business plan tionships operating in the industry.
- have repeatedly failed to attain their stated
Horses: Owners
(and hoped for) goal of increasing track atten
Owners: Tracks
dance.
Tracks: Patrons
My preliminary findings suggest that the
Each of these product-market pairs is char
trotting industry has not been able to reverse or acterized by a supply-demand relationship. If
arrest declines in attendance/handle because any of these does not function well, the overall
the underlying problems generating such de system will not function well.
clines have not been clearly identified and
1 . Horses: Owners. Demand for horses
has decreased as owner attrition has increased.
tackled.
B. Defining the Problem
Changes in the tax laws and poor economic
The two main thrusts of my early efforts conditions are givens and can not be tackled by
have been: ( 1 ) to gain a basic understanding of the industry. However, there are other broad
the industry, and, (2 ) to identify and define the strategic issues that will affect the long-term
viability of the industry (e.g. breeding solely
problem(s) confronting the industry.
The problem is multi-faceted and highly for speed). These issues must be identified and
complex. On one level (which we can call the discussed and industry positions must be de
overt marketing level), it appears that funda veloped.
2. Owners: Tracks As the supply of own
mental marketing issues have not been re
ers has decreased, track demand for "good"
solved:
• There is no clear product positioning racing has increased. Many tracks complain of
a shortage of horses, which is seen as leading
for harness racing: so no one knows
t! whether to treat it as gambling, a sport, to a decrease in the quality of racing. Also,
owners and tracks often see one another as
or entertainment;
competitors. Track initiatives (such as modi
• Racetracks have not segmented their
markets: so marketing and promotional fying the length ofraces or number of horses in
efforts are directed haphazardly and no the field) are met with owner and trainer resis
tance. Conversely owners often believe that
one knows whether (or not) to target
tracks are unwilling to share profits equitably.
core bettors or casual patrons;
• There has been no formal competitive Cooperative strategies for owners and race
analysis. Is dog racing our competitor? tracks must be developed and enacted.
or the movies? or the lottery?
3. Tracks: Patrons. Patron demand (at
However, any plans addressing these overt tendance) is down, while supply of races has
marketing issues would be currently doomed multiplied over the years. The decrease in
to failure, because no supportive industry patronage is due partially to the fact that going
structure exists to implement such plans.
to a racetrack is often a throwback to the '50s
The Standardbred industry is highly frag- and '60s - old plant, old men, heaving smoking,
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old food. However, the expectation that people it is a sport or entertainment or gambling. As
will travel an hour or so for any type of activity such, there is no clear product positioning of
is also old. Thus, race track expectations are harness racing.
also patterned after old (product) distribution. A product's position in the market place can
The interralationship among the three de- only be defined vis a vis the competition. Also,
mand relationships is clear: As patronage de- the trend today for the great majority of concreases, revenues to tracks decrease revenues sumer goods is towrd niche marketing,
to owners decrease, owner disenchantment
This study will focus on harness racing's
increases, owner defection increases, demand competition from other gambling activities
for horses decreases.
and other sports. The role and perception of
However, the solution here is not simply to the integrity of harness racing will come into
increase patronage. It cannot be emphasized play here. Most probably, recommendations
strongly enough that unless a supportive in- will be made to market harness racing differdustry structure exists, no sustained increasing ently to different segments of consumers.
in patronage will take root. For example, it D, Consumer Segmentation
may be that a long-term increase in handle will No successful company, today treats its
entail short-term decreases in revenues to both consumers as one homogeneous market.
tracks and owners.
Rather, customers are segmented into smaller
B. Product Distribution
segments, and product offerings that cater to
(1) A crucial element of a sound market the identified (different) needs of each seg
plan entails generating a product distribution ment are developed. Products are designed for
strategy. Produce distribution refers to how a customers.
produce is taken to its market. Traditionally,
In contrast, the harness racing industry has
racetracks have wanted patrons to come to (largely) presented one monotonous, repeti
them. In facl. industry opposition to OTB in tive, product to everyone and consumers have
New York was predicted on the notion that been told to take it as it is - or leave it
OTB would decrease track attendance and
Recently, some tracks have commissioned
destroy the industry as it existed then.
studies geared toward segmenting patrons into
Whether or not the industry's position was groups such as core bettors, casual patrons,
correct is not the point here. Rather, the and non-patrons.
industry's opposition to a new distribution
My work will atteempt to elicit coopera
system illustrated the industry's overall resis tion from racetracks in sharing their work to
tance to solving problems due to wanting to date. This work will be evaluated, and a pre
perpetuate old ways.
liminary segmentation scheme will be devel
The industry's response to OTB/ITW has oped. Recommendations for additional con
been, basically, to do nothing, except to hope sumer research will probably emerge.
that patrons will come back (to the same old
E. Advertising and Promotion
product).
Once the longer-term and more complex
At this time, there is still no industry posi
tion on OTB/ITW simulcasting. While some issues of industry structure, distribution,
tracks applaud these systems, others bemoan product positioning, and consumer segmen
tation have been addressed, the final report
them.
This study will attempt to analyze the ef will generate advertising and promotional
ficiency of OTB/ITW under various scenarios. recommendations,
It may be, for example, that attendance at m . Conclusions
racetracks cannot be increased, but that total
It is very difficult to draw any valid or
attendance at tracks and at OTB parlors can be reliable conclusions so early in the process,
increased.
but I would venture to say that I believe the
(2) This report will also evaluate the race harness racing industry can be helped to get
track as a retail store and make recommenda back onto its feet. My recommendations,
tions on how to adapt this form of retailing to however, will not please anyone 100%. All
today's market conditions and expectations. individual segments of the industry will have
to make some concessions if the industry, as a
C. Competitive Analysis
whole,
is to recover and grow.
The Standardbred industry docs not know if

After a power struggle with Scarborough Downs, Lewiston Raceway is now the site of a new
bowling alley, shown here under construction.
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FARM FOR SALE ON THE SACO RIVER
IN SOUTHERN MAINE

The Saco River travels 85 miles throughout Maine, is one of the most popular in
New England, featuring swimming, fishing and boating.__________ ________

SANDY BROOK FARM
An opportunity to purchase total privacy in an unspoiled, natural location,
surprisingly close to the center of population in New England.

An aerial view of Sandy Brook Farm indicating boundries from the Boom Road to the Saco River encampassing 40+ acres.
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SANDY BROOK FARM:
A Unique Investment Property In A Prime Location!
Real estate consists of property on 40+ acres of land with house,
barn and sheds located on the Boom Road in Saco, Maine, with
approximately 1000' frontage and over 1200' on the Saco River. The
acreage is very private with a brook, rolling hills, pasture land and
natural areas of woods and low growth.
Since 1970, Sandy Brook Farm has served as a Standardbred
breeding and training facility with a quarter mile jogging track.
The farm is located just ninety minutes north of Boston.
Description as follows:
House — 3 bedrooms, 11/2 bath, full cellar and large attic. The
kitchen and bath have been recently remodeled, plus an office with
outside entrance was added for a total of seven rooms. A new hot air
furnace has been installed and the septic system has a new leach
field. An artesian well provides water for house and barn.
Barn (new siding) —circa 1900 with all original pegged beams, and
hay storage for 1000 bales. Five box stalls with extra storage for
sawdust, carts, etc., also a tack room with entry to an attached
shelter. There is easy access to four fenced paddocks and a quarter
mile jogging track, located on high ground with good drainage. A
three acre secure paddock with 16'xl6' run-in shed, with a separate
water supply adjoins this area.

the farm house, of Federal period design, is surrounded by tall shade trees and
[he large barn, circa 1900, has original pegged beams. _ _ _ _ _

Location — The Saco River flows from the New Hampshire moun
tains to the Atlantic Ocean. It is Maine's cleanest river and is
environmentally protected. With proper access swimming, fishing
and boating is allowed. Sandy Brook Farms offers:
• a private farm road from highway to river
• sandy beach with boat access
• gradual incline for safe swimming
• picturesque brook on boundry line
• surrounding pastures supply necessary hay
• fruit trees and berries grow naturally

The property is surrounded by individual paddocks with direct access to the
quarter mile joggitlg track which encircles the orchard.

This premium property is conveniently located approximately ten
minutes from Maine Turnpike, Exit 5, in Saco. This property is an
investment in the future, offering the discerning buyer the oppor
tunity to be in an agriculturally based business at present with a plan
for speculative development when so desired.

[The Rt. 5 bridge is one mile north of the property,

A truly spectacular offering.
Willing to split into two parcels.
Price Depends On Amount O f
Acreage And Type O f Property Purchased

For An Appointment Please Contact
Chet or Jean Emerson
456 Boom Road, Saco, Maine 04072 Tel. 207-282-9295
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It's ” 1000” For Marc Mosher!

Marc Mosher is presented a " 1000th win" plaque by Bangor’s, Owen Butler as Horsemens’
Rep, Sheridan Smith and fellow horsemen observe.

By ROBERT WILLIAMS
drive. "I wanted to get my 1,000th in Maine,
After talking to long-time driver Don then move on," said Mosher, who plans to
Richards, Marc Mosher wondered how long leave Maine in the fall. "I've got a couple
he would have to wait to enter the winner’s owners that will send four or five with me."
circleforthe 1 ,0 0 0 th time. "Don Richards told Marc’s brother, Gary, raced in Maineuntil
me when he had 999 it took him 62 drives to the mid-1980s before becoming one of the
get 1,000," said Mosher. "When he said that, leading drivers at Yonkers Raceway. Marc
I got nervous, but I figured it was going to feels he will not be able to make a decent
happen sooner or later." Mosher didn't have to living unless he leaves the state. "I'm an optiwait quite as long as Richards, who has well mistic person, but the way things are in Main^
over 3,000 wins in his driving career.
now, it's terrible," said Mosher, who made th^,
The 23-year-old Smithfield native reached decision to leave in April. "I realize you have
the magical milestone at Bangor Raceway on to start out somewhere and it's going to take
Sunday, June 16, guiding maiden PT Success time, but what is there here?" Small purses
to victory in the third race. Mosher had won and decreasing handles Mosher and other
race No. 999 two nights earlier. Mosher, a fan horsemen worried about the future of the sport
favorite in Bangor and the fair tracks, said the in Maine.
milestone was even more special since he "One of the worst signs," said Mosher, "is
achieved it in Bangor. He started his racing that fewer young people are getting involved
career at the Farmington Fair in 1985, but did in the sport." While Mosher is disappointed
a lot of the racing early in his career in Bangor, with the state of the sport, he has many fond
"I wanted to set it at Bangor because that's memories of the sport in the state. His most
where I started out," said Mosher. "Most of memorable experience was sitting behind
the people here support you."
Winsong Krystle as she won the $32,000
Mosher, who tied with Gary Hall atop the Maine Breeders Stakes Final for 3-year-old
Bangor Raceway driver standings as of June fillies two years ago.
21st with 21 wins, trains a stable of six at
Mosher states, every victory, no matter
Somerset Standardbred Stable in Pittsfield. If how small the purse is special. For Mosher, it's
Mosher follows through with plans to pursue special even after 1,000 times,
a career in Florida and/or New Jersey, local
fans won’t have many more chances to see him

Northeast Harness News welcomes new writer, Robert Williams o f Waterville.
- Editor's Note.
Trackman, Earland Danforthj and able assistant, Lionel Moulton, have made ail the
difference in the Bangor track this year.

<x k x ><x x x x x x x x x x x x >o o o o o o o o o o o <x x x >

There’s only o n e ...

B A N G O R STATE FAIR
933-4433

Bass Park, Bangor, Maine
July 24 - August 3,1991
For Information: Tel. 207-942-9000
Racing Office: 947-3313
e

Alta White is on the job at the Downeast Horse Supply trailer located in the Bangor barn
area.
____ __________________________ ____________________________________

Bangor Track Consultant, Clayton Smith and General Manager, Dale Theriault, appear
to be very happy with the progress at Bangor.

*

Bangor Raceway To June 30,1991
1991
HANDLE:
$1,950,499
24
DAYS RACED:
DAILY AVERAGE: $81,271
DASHES RACED:
253
DASH AVERAGE:
7709

1990
$2,068,822
27
$76,623
297
6966
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Difference
-$118,323
-3
+$4648
-44
+743

-(5.7%)
-(1 1 . 1 %)
+(6 %)
-(14.8%)
+(1 0 .6 %)

A.H.C. News
1991-92 Horse Industry Directory Now Available
The 1991-92 Horse Industry Directory,
an authoritative and comprehensive listing of
horse industry contacts and information source
in the United States and Canada, is now available from the American Horse Council.
This year's 140 page spiral bound Directory contains up-to-date information about
horse organizations and groups. Each listing
includes phone number, address, the names of
a contact and the president or chairman, and
annual meeting or show dates and location. A
helpful reference index for easy to find page
and phone numbers has been added to this
year's edition.
The Directory lists national breed registries; state and local organizations and horse
councils; state horse parks, horse fairs, and
departments of agriculture; state extension
specialists and veterinarians; associations
which sponsor or sanction activities such as
horse shows, rodeos, sporting events, parimutuel racing, trail rides and endurance com-

petition, and youth activities; education, humane, and equine health organizations; libraries and museums; and transport and sales
companies.
An extensive and detailed listing of the
equine trade press, both domestic and foreign,
and government information sources at both
the federal and state level are featured, as well
as industry facts and economic data, current
interstate health requirements, and a list of
national hunt meetings and racetracks through
out the U.S. and Canada,
The 1991-92edition is sponsored by Purina
Mills and represents the most useful tool for
horse industry contacts in America,
The Directory, a benefit of AHC membership, is available for $15.00 to non-members,
Discounts for bulk orders (offered on the
purchase of 5 or more copies) also may be
obtained through the AHC office, 1700 K St.
NW, Suite 300, Washington, D.C. 20006 or
call 202/296-4031.

Harness Horse Youth News

L.S. Royal Star (Royal Reward - Precious Velvet) with trainer Gerry MacKenzie for owner,
Bert Fernald at Bangor.

Oak Ridge Holly (Laverto Hanover-Red Oak’s Fire) with Wade Canney at Bangor
Raceway.
h

Harness Hero Cards appreciate in value
Probably most people whose preoccupa
tion is harness horses don’t have the time or
the attention span to notice the world of trad
ing cards. Yet one group within the Standard
bred industry—the Harness Horse Youth
Foundation—had the temerity to stick its toes
into unknown waters and, innocents rushing
in where angels might have feared to enter,
they soon found themselves swimming
strongly.
The first limited edition of HARNESS
HERO trading cards got a lot of attention in
the press, including a short piece in USA
Today.That led to many inquiries from tradiing
card magazines—yes, trading card people have
their specialty press,just as we do—and by the
end of June one magazine, the weekly Sports
Card Digest, was already quoting prices on
HARNESS HERO cards.
And what is the recommended trading price
for a complete set of 35 cards, which HHYF is
distributing at $20/each? Snorts Card Digest
thinks that the set is worth $48.00.
The magazine (300 pages of nothing but
advertising for trading cards) is even quoting

prices on individual cards. The "Invention of
the Starting Gate" for instance, is quoted at
$1.50. Our human heroes seem to be worth
more. Stanley Dancer, Herve Filion, and John
Campbell are each listed at $4.00.
Meanwhile, down on the floor of the ex
change, so to speak, small boys are doing what
comes naturally. One youngster reported that
he had been offered two Michael Jordans,
worth $ 8 apiece, for one John Campbell. And
he didn’t sell.
At HHYF headquarters in Carmel. Indi
ana, a few sets of the first edition Harness
Heroes are still available for $20 (call 317848-5132). Packs of seven cards, which are
sold only to racetracks, horsemen’s groups,
gift shops, etc., can be acquired in minimum
orders of 100 sets at $ 1.50 per pack. The latest
gift shop to purchase cards is at the museum of
Thoroughbred racing in Saratoga Springs,
NY.
Who knows—soon, perhaps, our weekly
and bi-weekly Standardbred magazines will
be quoting prices on the Top Ten and Season ’s
Leading HARNESS HERO cards.

J.A.S. (Ruck-A-Chucky-Miss Melaine Hayes) with Kandy Niles of the Warren Strout
stable in Bangor.

fe.

J a c k ie Brown
Phone (305) 979-8129

2208 Cypress Bend Dr. South
Building 3, Apt. 106
Pom pano Beach. FL 33069

Galiahue Flash (TarbestoHanover-Donnybrook Queen) with Jim Dunn at Bangor Raceway.

The Latest In Training Centers
By JEAN EMERSON
Each year during the month of June, I area for what had been planned as a regulation
usually take a trip to Bangor Racetrack stop training track.
With the bam nearing completion applica
ping along the way to visit the various racing
facilities. This year, thanks to the guidance of tion was made on January 1991 for another
"Chip" Cluff, I got to see the new round bam permit to begin work on the track. It was clear
on Rt. 132 in Wales, ME. It's the talk of the sailing to that point, with all permits and
town! This Standardbred facility, designed in applications being approved and a multitude
1989 in a decagon shape, was planned as an of fees being paid for various services. On
efficient replacement for the original rectan January 17th a notice was received by mail
gular one that existed when the 80 acres were from the federal Environmental Protection
purchased in 1983 by Oscar and Dorothy Agency stating that another application with
Scammon. Scammon who owned a shoe manu more information would be necessary, in
facturing business in Auburn before retiring, cluding, of course, more fees to cover the
passed away in 1989 and never lived to see the research of said tests, etc. The end result was
dream materialize. Of their four children, only a "stop work" order that brought everything to
Ron, the youngest, has had the interest and a standstill.
The Army Corps of Engineers entered the
dedication to assist his mother throughout the
long arduous development of the training cen scene requesting a mitigation plan. The plan
offered by the Scammons included:
ter in Wales.
1. Building of two farm ponds in the in
Dorothy (Brooks) Scammon has been an
animal lover, especially horses, throughout field. (rejected)
2. Veiwal polls for frogs and salamanders,
her life. She especially remembers a summer,
while still in high school, that Arthur McGee (rejected)
3. Planting high bush blueberries for small
asked her to serve as Marshall for the 1948
Lewiston harness meet. Maybe it was this game, (rejected)
4. Retaining of low growth around tracks,
encounter with the Standardbreds that gave
her the intestinal fortitude to stick to her goal (rejected)
Ultimately the mitigation conceded that
of owning a complete harness training center.
In 1990 the project was started after receiv for the 1 .9 acres of wetlands affected that 1.9
ing a permit from the town of Wales and acres would have to be a "give back" in
completing the application to the Department another area. If the Scammons would go off
site and clean up a wetland that had been
of Environmental Protection.
Things went smoothly in the beginning. It violated this would off-set building the track
is a lovely spot to locate; there's a refurbished around the bam. A trade off, if you will.
At the present time negotiations are in
cape with an attached garage and a lovely bam
on high ground with an impressive view of effect, while waiting in the wings, trainer
Sabbattus Lake from the front yard. On enter Butch MacKenzie is hoping to move into the
ing the driveway the round bam comes into facility by the time the Bangor track closes. In
full view. The contractor, Dana Hotham as the interim, Kash Royal. Ockie's Boy, Grand
sisted by Lou Dufour, Bill Crites, Scott Bumps, Scale, H.H. Legacy and Popular Vote, all race
Bill Bradbury with Ron and Dorothy pitching horses owned by the Scammons will have to
in, got the job done in record time under the wait for their training facility to be completed.
If there's a lesson in this, in the planning
circumstances. It is truly a masterpiece of
design, efficiently planned and completed in stages, perhaps it's to take nothing for granted
1990 with seventeen stalls in all. including a and get everything in writing as work
wash stable, two tack rooms, an office with a progresses when dealing with State and Fed
bathroom plus a laundry area with washer/ eral authorities on environmental issues.
Best of luck to the Scammon family. It
dryer. Nothing has been omitted. The second
floor has a large area for hay and feed storage you're around Rt 132 in Wales stop by and
and the third floor, completely glassed in with offer some encouragement By the way, take
a sweeping view, serves as an observation time to see that round bam ... it's a beauty.

Dorothy Scamman and son Ron have worked diligently in developing their training center,
in spite of many setbacks.

1 he round barn recently completed on the Scammon property is unusual, but very

practical in design.

Those In The Industry Please Note!
The Scammons have done an excellent job with the interior design of the round barn in
Wales.
................. ............ ;__

Consider the Northeast Harness News for your advertising
needs. W e present a ready market in the Northeast corridor...
New York - New Jersey - New England and the Maritimes. Our
prices are reasonable with no charge for ad preparation or the
use of pictures. Keep in time with the times!

%

WANTED!
Your signature on the
sunny side o f your check,
Call " Honest" Ernest For All Your Shoeing Needs
Tel: 207-282-3131
The still undeveloped training track awaits the environmental O.K. before work eontinnp«!

1
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Harness Horse Youth Foundation
H H Y F Scholarship Winners Announced:
1991 Award Amounts Increased
By c h a r l o t t e
The first officially crowned HARNESS
HEROES are already fulfilling their manifest
destiny - helping out some potential future
heroes. Because HARNESS HERO cards cre
ated a stampede of demand to the Harness
Horse Youth Foundation, and demand led to
donations that helped swell the treasury, the
Jfouth Foundation is distributing $3,800 more
■college scholarship money than it ever has
before.
The scholarships, competed for each year
by young people throughout the U.S. and
Canada, are available to anyone who is en
rolled in an equine-related course of higher
education.
William S. Brown of Blue Chop Farms,
chairman of HHYFs Scholarship Committee,
has just announced the names of 16 1991
winners. The Critchfield-Oviatt Memorial
Scholarship with a value of $3,000 (formerly
$2,500) goes to Diane Wilson of Harrington,
DE. Diane is the daughter of Judy DavidWilson, who works at Pin Oak Lane Farm in
Maryland, and the late Dr. David W. Wilson,
who was the state veterinarian at Libery Bell
racetrack. A versatile young woman who is
equally at home in a jog cart or in the saddle,
Diane will use her scholarship to study equine
marketing with standardbreds as her specialty.
Second highest award, the $2,000 Francis
McKinzie Memorial, goes to Renee
Santantonio, from Twinsburg, Ohio. Renee
has just finished her sophomore year at
Cuyahoga Community College and will enter
Kent State University this fall in a pre-veterinary course. She is the daughter of harness
horse trainer/driver Joseph F. Santantonio and

m aurer

his wife, Mary.
Katharine Kelly of Niagara-on-the-Lake,
Ontario, is the winner of a $ 1,500 scholarship.
She has just been graduated from the 2-year
Harness Horse Technician program at
Mohawk College/Flamboro Downs; in the
fall she will attend a Canadian University to
study animal science and pre-veterinary medi
cine.
Ten awards of $1,000 each go to: Susan
Looney, Freehold, NJ; Donovan Dagner,
Englishtown, NJ; Chester Urban, Stillwater,
NY; Anthony Petrowtiz, Mauston, WI; Elisa
Adam, Urbana, IL; Elizabeth MacPherson,
Ontario; Michele Mattera, Nashville, TN;
Marc Mitchell. Kingston, NH; Anthony
Alagna, East Moline, IL: and Herbert Bums,
New Ringold, PA.
Three Rambling Willie Memorial Schol
arships of $500 each, funded by the Christian
Harness Horsemen's Association, go to;
Kathleen MacMillan, Charlottetown, Prince
Edward Island; Robert Loveland, Columbus,
Ohio; and Louis LeVan, Lewiston, Ohio.
This year the Youth Foundation received
67 applications for scholarship aid. Serving
on the Scholarship Committee along with Bill
Brown were John Campbell. William
Maddison, Taylor Palmer, Jr., Dr. Nelson
Wert, and President Margot Taylor.
"It's a hard job reading all those applica
tions and trying to decide who is most deserv
ing of aid," Ms. Taylor said, "but it's one of the
most rewarding things we do. And it's exciting
to realize that our new HARNESS HERO
cards helped us to give out more scholarship
money than every before."

Harness Profile; Peter Hanley II
Race Secretary, Bangor Raceway
By JEAN EMERSON

Peter Hanley, II, 29, who grew up on a farm
in Randolph with five brothers and two sis
ters, hails from a harness racing background.
One of the first horses he can recall was the
pacer, Luck Ahead. Maybe this was a good
omen. Since graduating from Gardiner High
School where he excelled in football and
wrestling, Hanley went on to the University of
Arizona Racetrack Industry Program. In June
of 1983 he graduated with a B.S. in Agricul
ture, majoring in Animal Science with a minor
in Racetrack Industry.
After a winter back in Maine, Hanley was
ready when Tim Rooney called from Yonkers
April. He needed a stall-man for Foxboro.
fter serving for two weeks he became the
assistant race secretary with Rick Stroud in
control. He also served as assistant paddock
judge until the summer of '85 when he was
called by General Manager Tom Shehan to
serve as Race Secretary at Hinsdale. In the fall
he returned to Foxboro to assist Mark Lydon.
In January of'87 Hanley returned to Bangor
and was hired by Arthur McGee when the
track opened to serve as trackman and associ
ate judge. Many other jobs followed that sum
mer: pari-mutual clerk at Union, Trackman at
Windsor and then on to Rochester Fair in N.H.
as associate judge, completing the season
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driving the starting gate at the Fryeburg Fair.
In March of' 8 8 Rick Kane, Race Secretary
at Brandywine needed an assistant. Peter was
ready. That fall it was back to Rochester. He
completed the season once again on the start
ing gate at Fryeburg.
In January of 1989 Rod Newhart, program
director at Brandywine, became Race Secre
tary at Sports Creek in Michigan and hired
Peter as assistant race secretary and patrol
judge. That spring he went on the circuit to
Muskegan as assistant race secretary to Gary
Buxton and back to Sports Creek in the fall.
The next year it was the same, but at Muskegan
he worked with veteran race secretary, Ted
Leonard.
This past winter Peter came home to the
farm bringing Dawn Lennox who hails from
Detroit, Michigan. She also has a Racing
Industry background and works with the com
puter in licensing. The two plan to be married
September 14th.
Peter is having another busy season as
usual. He is Race Secretary at Bangor will go
on to Skowhegan then to Topsham, back to
Skowhegan then to Union. Somewhere in that
busy schedule he has to slow down in time to
say "I do!"

Top Distaffer At Bangor;
Valerie Grondin
By GARDINER PATTERSON

One of the top women drivers of the East
Coast is the twenty-six year old Valerie
Grondin who makes her headquarters at
Bangor Raceway, way down east in Maine.
The petit good looking young lady, who might
be mistaken for a New York model, is trainer
and driver for an eighteen horse stable that she
has been racing with great success this season.
Grondin first became interested in show
and riding horses as a girl, but when her
friend's father bought a race horse and stabled
him at Bass park she became hooked on the
sulky sport. She met a few drivers and trainers
that summer and after graduating from high
school began working for Gary Mosher as a
groom. Then it was three seasons with Bobby
Sumner, a season with Kelly Case at
Scarborough Downs and next grooming for
Peter Blood at Pompano Park, Florida.
Back in Maine she bought her first horse, I
Would, 2:09, and changed him that season
into a 2:06 pacer. She got her driver's license
behind an old favorite with the racing fans
called Best In Company, 2:03. She bought up
several more horses on her own and began to
train and drive them. Two years ago she was
the contender for the leading trainer and driv
ing award at Bangor Raceway.
As her skill in training and driving grew, so
did her reputation as a horesewoman. Some of

her early patrons were Dr. Vernon MacDonald
and the late Lewis Constantine who owned
Stormway, 2:04 and Kilmaiden, 2:02, John
Cox who owns Goin Commander, 2:00, Bill
Berry owner of Prim's Widowmaker, Peter
and Clyde Crane who owns Tax Fund and
Kellytuck Kitty. Grondin and Dr. MacDonald
co-own the good Maine Sire Stakes colt Percy
Faith, a three-year-old pacer with a mark of
2:03.2.
Valerie's favorite horse is one that has a
story connected to it. While working for Peter
Blood in Florida she was given a horse called
Shiloh Lobell that couldn't be trained accord
ing to all reports. He was promised to her at the
end of the Pompano meet as a saddle horse.
Valerie got him going, and was heart-broken
when he was lost to the stable in a $ 1 0 , 0 0 0
claiming race. Later he was brought to Maine
and raced in cheap claiming races and Valerie
and Peter Beathem bought him. It was the
woman's touch again, and last season Shiloh
Lobell won eight races and raced to a 1:59
mark at Scarborough Downs.
Right now, in addition to her race track
work, Valerie is studying at the University of
Maine and is pointing toward a career as a
veterinarian that is, of course, if she can get
harness racing out of her blood.

Race Secretary, Peter Hanley, prepares for the draw at Bangor Raceway.

Legendary Waller R. COX
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It was during and especially beyond 1919
that Walter Cox became one of the most
famous personalities in the horse business. He
was tall, quaint, witty and philosophical. This
was the year that he went to Laurel Hall, to the
surprise of his many friends. He had a large
and loyal following in New England and they
wished him success.
Walter R. Cox started from the bottom and
went to the top. He was referred to as a "Long
Shot" who had started in Manchester. N.H. as
a trainer and driver. It was after he had fin
ished school that he went to work for his father
in a Manchester meat market. It was conceded
that butchers had inclinations toward trotters
and pacers. They occasionally had races in
and around the city. Mr. Cox became inter
ested as a spectator. In a short time he became
a driver, and in a few months he was a natural
leader. He soon became prominent at the fairs,
where the purses did not often exceed $100.
He was able to win nearly every race, and
consequently the "Cox Circuit" came about
comprised of fairs in Pittsfield, Warner and
Canaan.
Rochester and Tilton later welcomed him
and the purses went from $200 to $300. In
1902 he became a leading driver on the mile
track in Dover, N.H. and Saugus, Mass. This
same year he competed in 122 races, winning
43, and was second in 22 races, with 18 thirds,
and 11 fourths. The total earnings were
$12,482, and in one more year he was racing
at the Grand Circuit This took place at the
Empire Track in N.Y. where his earnings at
.A.T"
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the end of the season amounted to $25,915. In leading all money earners. He had the good
the year 1905 Walter Cox moved to Dover, fortune of reining the horse that won more
N.H. and was very successful. Harrison Wilkes money than any other that was racing. This
2:111/4had 13 starts, won H, and also took a horse was McGregor The Great, 2:031/4. This
second and a third. Other horses in his stable four year old son of Peter The Great lost only
were very successful. This same year Mr. Cox 2 races out of 14 starts.
The above horse was not Cox’s only asset.
won more races than any driver in the country.
He
took the stallion Migrola after he has been
During this time Walter Cox had also be
unsuccessful
over the years, campaigned him
come a successful business man. This was
for
10
starts,
and
lost only one race. His record
proven by investments in real estate, in which
dropped
from
2:10
to 2:041/4. Mr. Cox also
he was able to accumulate a large sum of
had
one
of
the
greatest
colts of the year in the
money. These successes did not appear to
two
year
old
Aystar.
This
horse gained a poor
affect his personality. The man was always
start,
but
became
one
of
the
greatest at the end,
considerate of others. Walter Cox felt that his
as
he
won
the
Kentucky
Futurity
at Lexing
work should show a profit; glory to himself
ton.
This
was
a
very
high
honor.
Lu
Princeton
did not seem to enter his head. He often sold
by
San
Francisco
was
also
brought
along by
his outstanding horses, many of which went
Cox.
This
horse
trotted
the
mile
in
2:01.
This
on to win big races. This man was a great
judge of horses, and when he sold, the pur feat was a World’s record, shared only with
chaser was usually well satisfied. One illus The Harvester, for living stallions. At Laurel
tration was Peter Scott who has bought for Hall the man trained, among others, the off
$10,000, only to be sold later for $30,000. spring of Peter The Great, at the same time
This horse went on to win forThomas Murphy. handling many horses for his friends back
A horse by the name of McLin was purchased East.
Another highlight of his life came in 1929,
for $20,000 and in a very short time won the
when four horses in his stable finished one,
Hambletonian.
It seems to be fitting and proper that men two, three and four in the Hambletonian Stakes.
tion should be made of a few of his horses that His horse Walter Dear also won the Kentucky
resulted in his becoming one of the greatest Futurity. At the beginning of the season, he
leaders in the horse business of all time. We started Volomite in the $10,000 Charter Oak
should refer to his racing campaigns with Stakes at Hartford, CT, and won with him as
Mabel Trask, 2:013/\ Lu Princeton, 2:01 and a three year old.
A sidelight of his character was shown
Busy Lassie, 2:041/4.
when
he was training in the South. A good
One of the most important seasons in his
friend
came upon him while jogging, and said
career was in 1918 when he had the honor of
oni
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By TED AYER

that his horse in hand could beat the one that
Cox was driving, and in the conversation the
two of them decided on quite a long bet. Cox
mentioned that they were going to Dover,
N.H. in a few days, and could race at the
Dover Track. It was so agreed and on the
special day a large crowd gathered. On the
back stretch while warming up, Walter Cox
told his friend that he had trained the horse in
question and was sure of a win, so we should
simply bet hats. His competitor didn't wel
come this change of events, but finally agreed, >
and Walter beat him going away.
In 1922 Cox was at Good Time Park,
where he remained for the rest of his life.
While here he had charge of another Peter The
Great star, Ethelinda, who won the Kentucky
Futurity. He went on to develop other great
horses, many in close to 2:00 minutes.
Walter Cox was bom in 1869 and died
following a long illness at his home in Goshen
on Dec. 15,1942 at the age of 73. Two years
before he had the misfortune of losing his
wife in a car accident. He had retired from
racing eight years previous, only to continue
in a supervisory manner. His survivors were
three brothers, one being governor of Mass.,
another a prominent lawyer and the third a
Mass, court judge.
As a trainer the man did not have a supe
rior, and as a driver he was of the best. The
horse world lost a great horseman the day of
his passing, as he brings to mind some of the
leading horsemen of today and recent years.
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Horse Council News
John A. Cashman, Jr., of Lexington, Ken- Sports Eve. He received the 1989 Proximity
tucky, was elected chairman of the American Award from the U.S. Harness Writers AssoHorse Council (AHC) Board of Trustees dur- ciation, the 1990 Clem McCarthy Good Guy
ing the recent AHC annual convention to Award from the Harness Writers and the 1990
succeed Ogden Mills Phipps. Phipps will re- Billy Haughton Memorial Award,
main a member of the Board.
At the same meeting, G.F. "Jack" AnderCashman is president of Castleton Farm son of Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, was elected
and Pompano Park harness track. He is also vice chairman of AHC's Board of Trustees,
president of Lexington Trots Breeders Asso- Anderson is a past president of the Americiation, operator of the historic Red Mile Race can Quarter Horse Association (AQHA) and
Track.
Palomino Horse Breeders of America and has
He is director of the United States Trotting owned and bred American Quarter Horses for
Association; past chairman of the American over 40 years. He has also served as president
Horse Racing Federation; member of the of the Oklahoma Quarter Horse Association
Hambletonian Society Board of Directors; a and Oklahoma Palomino Exhibitors Associadirector of the Kentucky Equine Research tion, and as chairman of the Oklahoma State
Foundation; president of Harness Tracks of University Horse Advisory Board.
America; trustee of the Trotting Horse MuThe Board of Trustees also appointed
seum; and a member of theRCI Drug Testing Dominic H.Frinzi, presidentof Harness Horseand Quality Assurance Committee.
men International, a member of the AHC
The readers of Horseman and Fair World executive committee. Frinzi is an attorney
voted him the 1987 Horseman Award; he was from Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
also selected Horseman of the Year in 1987 by

BANGOR RAC EW AY
Bangor Parks & Recreation Dept.
100 Dutton Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
Main Office (207) 942-9000
Racing Office (207) 947-3313
CUMBERLAND FARMERS CLUB
Cumberland County Fairgrounds
Cumberland Ctr., Maine 04021
Racing Office (207) 829-3205
FRYEBURG FAIR
Fryeburg Fairgrounds
Fryeburg, Maine 04037
Main Office (207) 935-3268
Racing Office (207) 935-3617

SCARBOROUGH PQWNS
P.O. Box 468
Route One, Exit 6 - Maine Turnpike
Scarborough, Maine 04074
Main Office (207) 883-4331
Racing Office (207) 883-9521
TOPSHAM FAIR
Topsham Fairgrounds
Topsham, Maine 04086
Racing Office(207) 729-3384

WINDSOR FAIR
Windsor Fairgrounds
Windsor, Maine 04363
Racing Office (207) 549-3157
COUNTY RACEW AY
Northern Maine Fairgrounds
P.O. Box 1803
Presque Isle, Maine 04769
Racing Office (207) 764-6266
FARMINGTON FAIR
Farmington Fairgrounds
Farmington, Maine 04938
Racing Office (207) 778-9594/9595
SKOWHEGAN STATE FAIR
Skowhegan Fairgrounds
Skowhegan, Maine 04976
Racing Office (207) 474-2898
UNION FAIR
Union Fairgrounds
Union, Maine 04862
Racing Office (207) 785-4240

NORTHERN MAINE FAIR
Presque Isle, ME
Racing Office
(207) 764-3845

JUVENILES QUALIFY AND RACE AT SARATOGA1—"

Tommy MacNamara shipped in from West Lebanon, N.H. to qualify Easy By Night,
Bound To Be Good, Dutch Lady Too and Folly Laker.
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Trainer, David Bosworth, with two year old Hold On Tight owned by Robert Lassier of
Benson, VT is being prepped at Saratoga Raceway.

I

Trainer Cienn Raia and two year old B.K.’s Clara Beau (Majestic Beau-Tiajuana Taxi)
owned by Bill Kalanges of Essex Junction, VT.
^ ^

Fastest two year old Saratoga Schooling Race of the day went to Pretty Ruthless teamed
bv Neil Shaniro. former Olvmnic Fmiestrian star.

Trainer, Eric Adsit and Roland, three year old winner in 1:56 at the Meadowlands owned
by Creighton Brittell of New York.

Jean WLsnowski of Middlebury, VT and friend Nadine visit Glen Raia in the paddock
during "Baby” races at Saratoga. _______________
______ __

Colts and Tillies head to post for two year old schooling races at Saratoga Raceway on June
tSth.

Jimmy Wisnowskl.owner/trainer, jogs She's Got The Look (Tuscon Hanover-Snowy Doll)
over the farm track in Middleburv. VT.
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Sunday, August 24
Over 200 Head
The Vast Majority Of These
Horses Are Currently Racing
Past Performance Lines Will Be
Available Prior To Sale
Catalogs Will Be Available
The First Week In August
Reserve Your Copy Today By
Calling 914-796-2420 Or Faxing 914-796-1652
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